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This work investigates the surfactant effect on exposed and buried InAs quantum dots 共QDs兲 by
incorporating Sb into the QD layers with various Sb beam equivalent pressures 共BEPs兲. Secondary
ion mass spectroscopy shows the presence of Sb in the exposed and buried QD layers with the Sb
intensity in the exposed layer substantially exceeding that in the buried layer. Incorporating Sb can
reduce the density of the exposed QDs by more than two orders of magnitude. However, a high Sb
BEP yields a surface morphology with a regular periodic structure of ellipsoid terraces. A good
room-temperature photoluminescence 共PL兲 at ⬃1600 nm from the exposed QDs is observed,
suggesting that the Sb incorporation probably improves the emission efficiency by reducing the
surface recombination velocity at the surface of the exposed QDs. Increasing Sb BEP causes a
blueshift of the emission from the exposed QDs due to a reduction in the dot height as suggested by
atomic force microscopy. Increasing Sb BEP can also blueshift the ⬃1300 nm emission from the
buried QDs by decreasing the dot height. However, a high Sb BEP yields a quantum well-like PL
feature formed by the clustering of the buried QDs into an undulated planar layer. These results
indicate a marked Sb surfactant effect that can be used to control the density, shape, and
luminescence of the exposed and buried QDs. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
关DOI: 10.1063/1.2959598兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled InAs quantum dots 共QDs兲1–14 are of
great interest for scientific studies and practical applications.
One of the important issues for device applications is the
ability to modify the size, shape, and density of the dots.
However, the self-assembled Stranski–Krastanov method of
growth offers very limited modification. Motivated by the
beneficial results of the incorporation of antimony 共Sb兲 as a
surfactant15–18 into a strained InGaAs quantum well 共QW兲 to
extend the range of emission wavelengths, the incorporation
of Sb 共Refs. 19–23兲 or bismuth24 in InAs or in InGaAs QDs
has been recently investigated. Matsuura et al.21 observed a
decrease in the dot density upon the incorporation of Sb in
InGaAs QDs and attributed this decrease to an Sb surfactant
effect that can extend planar growth and suppress dot formation. A predeposition of dilute Sb before the growth of InAs
QDs by metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy was found to increase the dot size.23 Very recently, a long emission wavelength of ⬃1.6 m at room temperature has been achieved
by capping InAs QDs with 共In兲GaAsSb layer.12–14 This
wavelength extension is explained by a development of
type-II energy alignment. These experimental results seem to
indicate that an incorporation of Sb directly into the QDs can
lead to an Sb surfactant effect while an incorporation of Sb
into the capping layer of the QDs can extend the emission
wavelength. To understand the details of the surfactant effect, we have directly incorporated various amounts of Sb
a兲
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into buried and exposed InAs QDs and characterized their
optical and structural properties using photoluminescence
共PL兲, atomic force microscopy 共AFM兲, and transmission
electron microscopy 共TEM兲. Secondary ion mass spectroscopic 共SIMS兲 depth profiling is also used to analyze the Sb
distribution.
II. EXPERIMENTS

InAs共Sb兲 QDs were grown on n+-GaAs共100兲 substrates
by molecular beam epitaxy using a Riber Epineat machine.
The QDs were formed by depositing a 2.72 ML-thick InAs共Sb兲 layer at 485 ° C at a growth rate of 0.256 Å / s. Three
Sb contents with beam equivalent pressures 共BEPs兲 of 1.4
⫻ 10−8, 1.8⫻ 10−8, and 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr, supplied from an Sb
cracker, were incorporated into the InAs QD growth. Then,
the QDs were capped with a 50 Å In0.15Ga0.85As layer
grown at 485 ° C at a growth rate of 1.88 Å / s. These buried
QDs are sandwiched between two 0.3-m-thick Si-doped
GaAs 共6 ⫻ 1016 cm−3兲 layers. For AFM characterizations,
similar QDs capped with a 50 Å In0.15Ga0.85As layer were
also grown on sample surface. Details of the growth of the
QDs can be found elsewhere.22 PL measurements were made
using a double frequency yttrium aluminum garnet: Nd laser
at 532 nm.
III. MEASUREMENT AND RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the SIMS depth profiles for Sb BEP of
6 ⫻ 10−8 torr. The profiles show the presence of Sb near the
sample surface and at a depth of 0.3 m, suggesting a suc-
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FIG. 1. SIMS depth profiles of ion intensities for InAs共Sb兲 QDs with Sb
BEP of 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr. The profiles reveal the presence of Sb in the exposed
and buried QD layers. The intensity in the exposed layer substantially exceeds that in the buried layer, suggesting Sb segregation at growth front.

cessful incorporation of Sb in the exposed and buried layers.
However, the three dimensional nature of the QDs is such
that the detected Sb may not be completely inside the QDs.
A significant amount of Sb may be present in the intervening
GaAs. Although the exposed and buried layers were grown
similarly, the Sb intensity in the exposed layer substantially
exceeds that in the buried layer. Similar profile is observed
for In intensity. The observed Sb intensity in the exposed
layer depends linearly on the Sb BEP, suggesting that Sb can
be incorporated into the exposed layer without saturation effect. However, the Sb intensity in the buried layer only
slightly exceeds the background Sb noise. Decreasing the Sb
BEP further weakens the Sb intensity in the buried layer. For
a low Sb BEP of 1.4⫻ 10−8 torr, the Sb intensity in the
buried layer is close to a background level. Because of the
very low intensity, no reliable relationship between the BEP
and the Sb intensity can be obtained in the buried layer. The
low Sb intensity in the buried layer suggests a weak Sb incorporation. Because Sb concentration is dilute in the buried
QDs, the resulting increase in the QD/GaAs lattice mismatch
and the decrease in the band gap in the buried QDs due to Sb
occupation of As sublattice are considered insignificant.
Figures 2共a兲–2共d兲 show the representative 1 ⫻ 1 m2
AFM images of the exposed QDs with Sb BEPs of 0, 1.4
⫻ 10−8, 1.8⫻ 10−8, and 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr, respectively 关denoted
as InAs, InAsSb共1.4兲, InAsSb共1.8兲, and InAsSb共6兲, respectively兴. Without Sb, random QDs with a density of 3
⫻ 1010 cm−2 can be seen along with a few large clusters. An
Sb BEP of 1.4⫻ 10−8 torr can reduce the dot density to 3.5
⫻ 109 cm−2; an Sb BEP of 1.8⫻ 10−8 torr further reduces it
to 6 ⫻ 108 cm−2. The reflection high-energy electron diffraction patterns show delayed QD formation upon Sb
incorporation.22 Therefore, the decrease in dot density is explained by an Sb surfactant effect that can extend two dimensional 共2D兲 growth and suppress dot formation. Further increasing Sb BEP to 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr changes the surface
morphology to ellipsoid terraces of height ⬃9 nm, length
⬃4.5 m, and width ⬃1.3 m, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, a
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FIG. 2. 共a兲–共d兲 Representative 1 ⫻ 1 m2 AFM images of the exposed QDs
with Sb BEPs of 0, 1.4⫻ 10−8, 1.8⫻ 10−8, and 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr, respectively.
Sb incorporation can reduce the dot density by more than two orders of
magnitude.

large Sb BEP worsens the surface morphology and a significant amount of the deposited material tends to form these
thick terraces, rather than a thin wetting layer. A few QDs are
observed on top of these terraces. The dot density is too low
to be determined accurately by AFM. However, since the
AFM picture shows less than one dot in an area of 1
⫻ 1 m2, the estimated density is less than 1 ⫻ 108 cm−2.
This density is more than two orders of magnitude lower
than that of the Sb-free QDs. Cross-sectional TEM reveals a
typical dot with a height of about 3 nm and a diameter of 20
nm. This AFM result shows that Sb incorporation can effectively reduce the density of the exposed QDs, as previously
observed.21 However, increasing the Sb BEP to 6
⫻ 10−8 torr yields a surface morphology with a regular periodic structure of ellipsoid terraces.
The density reduction is accompanied by concomitant
size and shape modifications. The Sb-free QDs have an average lateral diameter of 50 nm and a height of 10 nm. An Sb
BEP of 1.4⫻ 10−8 torr reduces the height to ⬃5 nm without
significantly affecting the lateral diameter. Increasing the Sb
BEP to 1.8⫻ 10−8 torr reduces the lateral diameter and
height to 35 and 3 nm, respectively. Further increasing the Sb

FIG. 3. For a high Sb BEP of 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr, the surface morphology comprises ellipsoid terraces of height ⬃9 nm, length ⬃4.5 m, and width
⬃1.3 m.
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FIG. 4. Room-temperature PL spectra for Sb BEPs of 1.4⫻ 10−8, 1.8
⫻ 10−8, and 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr at an excitation power of 1.3 mW. Each spectrum
displays two groups of peaks: the peaks at ⬃1300 nm are from the buried
QDs and the peaks at ⬃1600 nm are from the exposed QDs. Both groups
exhibit a blueshift as the Sb BEP increases because the dot height decreases.

BEP to 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr reduces the lateral diameter to ⬃20 nm
without significantly affecting the height. This dot size reduction is consistent with the surfactant’s suppression of the
growth of the QD and thus the Sb surfactant effect markedly
affects the growth of the exposed QDs. Although the lateral
dimension is reduced as the Sb BEP increases, the ratio of
the lateral diameter to the height exceeds significantly that of
the Sb-free QDs and the ratio increases with Sb BEP, and so
Sb incorporation can elongate the shape of the QD. These
results show a significant Sb surfactant effect affecting the
growth of the exposed QDs. The SIMS profile shows a high
Sb intensity in the exposed layer and the intensity can be
linearly varied by changing the Sb BEP. Thus, this surfactant
effect can be utilized for the effective modification of the
density and shape of the QDs.
Figure 4 shows the 300 K PL spectra for Sb BEPs of
1.4⫻ 10−8, 1.8⫻ 10−8, and 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr, respectively. Each
spectrum displays two groups of peaks. The peaks at
⬃1300 nm are from the buried QDs and the peaks at
⬃1600 nm are from the exposed QDs since they disappear
after slight chemical etching on the sample surface. The PL
spectra of Sb-free QDs exhibit a similar 1300 nm emission
without the 1600 nm emission. There are two possible contributions for the long wavelength in the exposed QDs: strain
relaxation and Sb incorporation. Considering a significant
compressive strain in the buried QDs, strain relaxation in the
exposed QDs11 can lead to a wavelength extension. Previous
studies have shown that uncapped InGaAs QDs on a GaAs
surface could emit a long wavelength near 1500 nm.11 Another contribution is due to Sb incorporation since the SIMS
profile shows a high Sb incorporation in the exposed QD
layer than in the buried layer. A high Sb concentration can
substantially decrease the band gap of the InAs QDs and
result in a wavelength extension. Another possibility is that
the incorporated Sb may segregate to the InGaAs capping
layer, forming an InGaAsSb capping layer on the QDs. A
long wavelength of 1600 nm was previously observed in
InAs QDs capping with an 共In兲GaAsSb layer due to the formation of type-II energy alignment.12–14 Further investiga-
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FIG. 5. Temperature-dependent PL spectra of the exposed QDs with Sb BEP
of 1.4⫻ 10−8 torr. The emission improves as temperature decreases, which
improvement is accompanied by a blueshift of 62 meV 共from 300 to 30 K兲,
consistent with the Varshini rule.

tion is needed to clarify the detailed origin for the wavelength extension. The emission from the exposed QDs is
blueshifted from 1617 to 1554 nm as Sb BEP increases. This
blueshift is attributed to a reduction in the dot height, as
suggested by the AFM observation. Thus, the shift in the PL
emission for the exposed QDs as Sb BEP is varied is mainly
governed by the surfactant effect. Figure 5 plots the temperature dependence of ⬃1600 nm emission with Sb BEP of
1.4⫻ 10−8 torr. As temperature is lowered, the emission intensity increases and a blueshift of 63 meV 共Varshini rule兲25
is observed, reflecting good emission efficiency for such a
long wavelength. Due to strong surface recombination velocity, it is difficult for the exposed QDs to exhibit good emission efficiency. Saito et al.11 reported that In segregation on
the surface InGaAs QDs could improve PL intensity by reducing surface recombination velocity and suppressing carrier loss at the surface of QDs. However, in our case, the
improvement in the emission efficiency shall be related to Sb
since no 1600 nm emission was observed in Sb-free QDs.
Thus, the improvement in the 1600 nm emission efficiency is
tentatively explained by a high Sb concentration on the surface of the QDs. These results show that, with Sb incorporation, the exposed QDs can achieve a long emission of
⬃1600 nm with good emission efficiency.
Unlike the exposed QDs, the buried QDs emit a wavelength of ⬃1300 nm. Similar emission wavelength is observed in buried Sb-free QDs. Thus, the Sb incorporation
does not affect the emission wavelength much, probably due
to a weak Sb incorporation as shown by the SIMS profile.
Increasing Sb BEP in the buried QDs leads to a blueshift of
the emission, as shown in Fig. 4. The near 1300 nm spectra
show a doublet feature similar to the ground and first-excited
transitions of the QDs. Increasing Sb BEP blueshifts the
ground transition from 1323 to 1295 nm. Hence, the change
in the wavelength is not due to the band gap reduction or
type-II transition of Sb incorporation. This blueshift is explained by the reduction in the height of the buried QDs 共to
be shown by TEM picture兲, suggesting an Sb surfactant effect. The similar peak intensities of the ground transitions for
BEPs of 1.4⫻ 10−8 and 1.8⫻ 10−8 torr suggest comparable
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FIG. 7. Cross-sectional TEM image of the QDs for Sb BEPs of 1.4⫻ 10−8
and 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr. Separated QDs with mean height of 25 nm are formed for
an Sb BEP of 1.4⫻ 10−8 torr, while the QDs for Sb BEP of 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr
cluster into an undulated QW-like layer with a thickness of 12–15 nm.

FIG. 6. Temperature-dependent PL spectra for Sb BEP of 共a兲 1.4⫻ 10−8 and
共b兲 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr. While typical ground-transition dominated PL spectra are
observed for BEP of 1.4⫻ 10−8 torr, the PL spectra for Sb BEP of 6
⫻ 10−8 torr display an enormously broad high-energy transition at low temperature, which is attributed to an emission from a QW-like layer due to
clustering of the QDs.

dot densities. The much lower intensity of the ground transition for an Sb BEP of 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr reflects a lower dot
density. This trend is similar to that observed in the exposed
QDs although the reduction is not that strong. Thus, the buried layer has a weaker Sb surfactant effect than the exposed
layer, consistent with a weaker Sb incorporation, as shown
by the SIMS profile. For low Sb 共BEP= 1.4⫻ 10−8 and 1.8
⫻ 10−8 torr兲, as the excitation power increases, the firstexcited transition gains increasing relevance and eventually
dominates the ground transition; this change is accompanied
by the emergence of the second-excited transition. These features are typically observed in one predominant QD family.
Thus, the QDs for low Sb BEP are rather homogeneous.
However, for a high Sb BEP of 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr, although a
typical QD doublet feature is observed at high temperature,
the spectra at low temperature differ markedly.
Figures 6共a兲 and 6共b兲 compare the temperaturedependent PL spectra of Sb BEPs of 1.4⫻ 10−8 and 6
⫻ 10−8 torr. As temperature is lowered, the PL spectra for a
high Sb BEP of 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr show anomalous temperature
dependence. The first-excited transition exhibits an abnormally large blueshift of 94 meV 共from 300 to 30 K兲 versus a
blueshift of ⬃40 meV for a low Sb BEP of 1.4⫻ 10−8 torr.

This abnormally large blueshift is accompanied by an enormous intensity enhancement and linewidth broadening, causing the PL spectra to be dominated by the enormous peak
centered at 1100 nm. The integrated intensity of this peak is
more than three times higher than that of the ground transition for Sb BEP of 1.4⫻ 10−8 torr. This anomalous feature
cannot be explained simply by the very wide size dispersion
of the QDs. A high-lying energy level with a considerable
density must be present to explain the enormously broad
1100 nm peak. This energy level is attributed to a QW-like
level, as suggested by the cross-sectional TEM picture in
Fig. 7. For a low Sb of 1.4⫻ 10−8 torr, separated QDs with a
mean height of 25 nm can be clearly seen. Increasing the Sb
BEP to 6 ⫻ 10−8 torr substantially reduces the height of the
QDs and increases their lateral dimension, causing clustering
of the QDs into an undulated QW-like layer with a thickness
of 12–15 nm. The reduction in the height of the QDs explains the observed blueshift of the ⬃1300 nm emission as
Sb BEP is increased. Notably, the TEM picture shows that
the bottom interface of the QW-like layer is relatively flat in
comparison with the undulated upper interface. Hence, the
clustering mainly occurs in the base of the QDs and the top
of the QDs has not yet emerged together. The structure is
similar to QDs on a wetting layer with an effective thickness
being much thicker than a typical wetting layer for Sb-free
QDs but thinner than the height of the QDs. Hence, the emission wavelength from the QW-like layer is expected to be
longer than that ⬃900 nm from a typical wetting layer for
Sb-free QDs but shorter than the ground transition
共⬃1300 nm兲 of the QDs. This is more or less consistent with
the observed anomalous peak centered at 1100 nm. The large
broadness of this peak is indicative of the undulated interface
of the QW-like layer. At high temperatures, most of the carriers are confined in the QDs and the PL spectra are dominated by their emissions. As temperature is lowered, carriers
begin to fill in the QW-like level, and thus the related emission gains increasing relevance, leading to the QW-like PL
spectra at low temperature. The formation of this QW-like
layer further confirms an Sb surfactant effect that governs the
growth of the buried QDs. Both the exposed and buried layers exhibit Sb surfactant effect: A reduction in dot density
and a blueshift of PL emission with increasing Sb BEP, and
for a high Sb concentration, the exposed layer yields surface
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morphology of ellipsoid terraces and the buried QDs are
clustered into a QW-like layer. In view of the strong reduction in the dot density and the significant morphology
change, the exposed layer shows a stronger surfactant effect
than the buried layer, consistent with the relative Sb intensities observed by the SIMS profile. The weak Sb intensity
observed in the buried QDs by the SIMS profile strongly
suggests that it is not necessary to incorporate Sb into the
QD layer in order to have surfactant effect.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, Sb incorporation into the InAs QDs is
shown to modify the density, shape, and PL spectra of the
QDs by the Sb surfactant effect. The density of the exposed
QDs can be reduced by more than two orders of magnitude
by Sb incorporation. This decrease in density is accompanied
by a reduction in the height of the QDs and a related PL
blueshift. The exposed QDs exhibit a long emission wavelength of ⬃1600 nm with good emission efficiency at 300
K, suggesting that the Sb concentration at the surface can
probably reduce the surface recombination velocity of the
QDs. However, as the Sb BEP is further increased, the surface morphology yields a regular periodic structure of ellipsoid terraces and the buried QDs are simultaneously clustered into an undulated 2D layer, giving rise to anomalous
QW-like emission at low temperature. These results indicate
a marked Sb surfactant effect to suppress the growth of the
QDs.
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